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Species abundances are undoubtedly the most widely available macroecological data, but
can we use them to distinguish among several models of community structure? Here we
present a Bayesian analysis of species-abundance data that yields a full joint probability
distribution of each model’s parameters plus a relatively parameter-independent
criterion, the posterior Bayes factor, to compare these models. We illustrate our
approach by comparing three classical distributions: the zero-sum multinomial (ZSM)
distribution, based on Hubbell’s neutral model, the multivariate Poisson lognormal
distribution (MPLN), based on niche arguments, and the discrete broken stick (DBS)
distribution, based on MacArthur’s broken stick model. We give explicit formulas for the
probability of observing a particular species-abundance data set in each model, and argue
that conditioning on both sample size and species count is needed to allow comparisons
between the two distributions. We apply our approach to two neotropical communities
(trees, fish). We find that DBS is largely inferior to ZSM and MPLN for both
communities. The tree data do not allow discrimination between ZSM and MPLN, but
for the fish data ZSM (neutral model) overwhelmingly outperforms MPLN (niche
model), suggesting that dispersal plays a previously underestimated role in structuring
tropical freshwater fish communities. We advocate this approach for identifying the
relative importance of dispersal and niche-partitioning in determining diversity of
different ecological groups of species under different environmental conditions.
Keywords
Biodiversity, broken stick model, community, neutral model, niche-based model,
Poisson lognormal distribution, zero-sum multinomial distribution.
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I N TRODUCT ION
As biodiversity is currently lost at an alarming rate with both
profound ethical and socio-economical consequences
(Costanza et al. 1997; Chapin et al. 2000), understanding
the mechanisms underlying coexistence of species is crucial
for a sustainable future of life on our planet. Large-scale
observational biodiversity patterns (e.g. species-abundance
distributions (SAD), species–area curves, body size-diversity
distributions, etc.) are considered to reflect the underlying
processes that structure ecological communities. After early
studies by Motomura (1932), Fisher et al. (1943), Preston
(1948, 1962) and MacArthur (1957, 1960), the study of these
patterns was revived by Brown & Maurer (1989) who
labelled this scientific field macroecology, which has since
then developed into an autonomous discipline (Brown 1995;
Gaston & Blackburn 1999, 2000; Lawton 1999; Maurer
1999; Blackburn & Gaston 2003).
Macroecological patterns undeniably contain some
information about the underlying processes, but it is
not always clear how we can extract that information and
to what extent this information will discriminate between
alternative mechanistic hypotheses. As these patterns are
often the only source of information we have on the
processes that determine biodiversity (particularly for
diverse tropical communities), it is worth improving our
methods to extract from these patterns as much
information as possible. Data on SAD, i.e. abundance
counts of all species in an ecological community, play a
central role in the current discussion on adaptive vs.
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neutral explanations for the maintenance of biodiversity in
ecological communities (Hubbell 2001; McGill 2003a;
Volkov et al. 2003; Etienne & Olff 2004b). As the models
corresponding to these explanations seem to fit at least
some observed species-abundance patterns equally well
(Harte 2003), it is even more urgent to develop powerful
statistical tests that can detect any differences between
these distributions.
Although the study of SAD was originally purely
statistical (Motomura 1932; Fisher et al. 1943; Preston
1948, 1962) and statistical distributions without any
mechanistic underpinning have continued to receive atten-
tion (Pielou 1975; Hengeveld & Stam 1978), surprisingly
little attention has lately been paid to proper statistical
analysis (McGill 2003b); sometimes distributions are even
fitted by eye (Hubbell 2001). Yet, with computers becoming
ever more powerful and mathematical and statistical tools
being rapidly developed, it is now possible to carefully
scrutinize the various models of community structure
statistically, using the full information content in the data.
Classical statistical tools can be used for this purpose
(McGill 2003a; Volkov et al. 2003), but in this paper we take
a Bayesian approach because of its great utility in parameter
estimation and model comparison (Ellison 1996, 2004) and
the fact that it produces a full probability distribution of
parameter values rather than point estimates. To our
knowledge, it has never been applied to species-abundance
data before (except our preliminary exercises in Etienne &
Olff 2004b).
First we describe the distributions to be compared in this
Bayesian framework. We chose three distributions that are
strongly rooted in the ecological literature. The first
distribution is the discrete broken stick (DBS) distribution,
which is based on broken stick model of MacArthur
(1957, 1960). The second distribution is the lognormal
distribution, or better (see below), the multivariate Poisson
lognormal distribution (MPLN), that results from niche
arguments (Bulmer 1974; May 1975), and has been used
since the classical work by Preston (1948, 1962). The third
distribution is the zero-sum multinomial (ZSM) distribution,
which is derived from the neutral model of biodiversity
(Hubbell 2001; McGill 2003a; Volkov et al. 2003; Etienne &
Olff 2004b; Etienne 2005) of which a limiting distribution
was introduced by Fisher et al. (1943). The lognormal and
the ZSM have recently dominated the literature on
determinants of biodiversity. We provide explicit formulas
for the probability of observing a particular species-
abundance data set in each model. For ZSM this formula
has only recently been reported (Etienne 2005), whereas for
DBS and MPLN these formulae are presented here for the
first time. Then we briefly review the Bayesian statistical
framework and the particular method that we employ, i.e.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation (Chen et al.
2000; for an ecological setting see Ter Braak & Etienne
2003; Etienne et al. 2004). We specify the ingredients of
MCMC for each distribution (DBS, MPLN and ZSM).
Finally, we apply our approach to a species-abundance data
set of a neotropical forest (Condit et al. 1996, 2002), that has
rapidly developed into a classical data set for community
model comparisons and a data set of a neotropical
freshwater fish community (Winemiller 1990). To study
one of our results in more detail, we also apply our approach
to simulated data sets. We end the paper with a discussion
of our approach and our results.
METHODS
Three models of community structure
MacArthur’s broken-stick model: DBS
MacArthur (1957, 1960) introduced the broken-stick hypo-
thesis in which the available resources for S species are likened
to a stick of unit length which is randomly broken into S
pieces, the length of each piece representing the relative
abundance of a species. Sugihara (1980), extending work by
Bulmer (1974), introduced a variation on MacArthur’s
broken-stick model. While in MacArthur’s hypothesis the
stick is simultaneously broken into S pieces, in Sugihara’s version
the stick is sequentially broken into fragments. These descrip-
tions are mathematically equivalent (Tokeshi 1990, 1993), but
may have different interpretations. Although MacArthur
(1957, 1960) envisaged the S pieces as niches (one for each
species), the random simultaneous breakage seems a rather
arbitrary division of resources and may therefore also be
viewed as a neutral model. However, the sequential breakage
can be interpreted as a model of the ecological/evolutionary
process by which niches arise, that is, an adaptive model.
MacArthur (1957, 1960) allowed breakage to occur
anywhere on the stick, so his model gave a continuous
description of (relative) abundances. In this paper, we use a
discrete version of this model, in which the stick has integer
length J, corresponding to a total number of J individuals,
and breakage can only occur at integer positions (1,…, J)1),
such that abundances also have integer values. Multiple
breakages at the same point are not allowed. The probability
that one observes a specific SAD D ¼ (n1,n2,…,nS) given
the number of species S and the total number of individuals
J is then described by a distribution that we will call the DBS
distribution,






where Uj is the number of species in the community
that have abundance j. eqn 1 can be understood as
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JSð Þ! S1ð Þ! ways in which a stick of length J
can be broken in S pieces of positive integer length. There
are S !QJ
j¼1 Uj !
ways in which the stick can be broken that result
in the same species-abundance data-set D. The probability
that a given species-abundance data set is found is therefore
given by the ratio of the latter to the former, so we get eqn 1.
Note that eqn 1 does not contain any parameters and is
conditioned on both S and J. The latter conditioning means
that all resources are used at all times. MacArthur (1957,
1960) confronted his model with bird data and demon-
strated that his model fits some bird species-abundance data
fairly well.
May’s niche-based model: MPLN
In the adaptive (niche-based) perspective, all species are
considered to be functionally different, with different
physiological, morphological and/or life-history traits.
There are two different arguments as to why this leads to
a lognormal SAD, i.e. a symmetric and unimodal distribu-
tion on a logarithmic abundance scale. The first argument
comes from May (1975). The abundance of a species is
governed by many more-or-less independent factors that
interact multiplicatively rather than additively. Regardless of
the distribution of these factors, the product of many such
factors is asymptotically lognormally distributed, according
to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT). The second argument
is due to Bulmer (1974), but often attributed to Sugihara
(1980). Consider the sequential breakage of the broken-stick
model (an adaptive model). Now, the only requirement for a
lognormal SAD to arise asymptotically (again invoking the
CLT) is that the breakage occurs independently of fragment
size. In MacArthur’s model above this condition is not
satisfied, because the probability of breakage is proportional
to fragment size. For this reason MacArthur’s broken-stick
SAD has a more equitable SAD than the lognormal. The
model where breakage occurs independently of fragment
size has been dubbed the random fraction model by Tokeshi
(1990). Both the random fraction model (Tokeshi 1990) and
its limiting distribution, the lognormal model (Preston 1948,
1962), have been reported to fit SADs of various taxonomic
groups well.
Strictly, the lognormal distribution only applies to the
entire community, not to a sample from it. Preston (1948)
already noted that there is a substantial sampling effect at
low abundances: rare species are likely to be unobserved. He
accounted for this effect by simply truncating the lognormal
distribution with the so-called veil line. Pielou (1969) and
Bulmer (1974), and more recently Dewdney (1998) and
Diserud & Engen (2000) refined this crude truncation. They
remarked that if the abundance of each species i is a Poisson
variate with mean ki and the kis are independent observations
from a continuous probability distribution f(k) (for example
the lognormal), then the probability that a species will have
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where l is the sampling intensity. Define f(k) as the log-
normal distribution with mean M and variance V,
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ln xM 0ð Þ2
2V dx
ð4Þ
where x :¼ lk and M¢ :¼ M + ln l. Equation 4 is known
as the compound Poisson lognormal distribution (Bulmer
1974). We note that if f(k) were the Gamma distribution
with shape parameter k ﬁ 0, the compound distribution
would be the negative binomial with shape parameter
k ﬁ 0, which is Fisher’s logarithmic distribution (Bulmer
1974; Watterson 1974; Engen & Lande 1996b). For k ¼ 1
we obtain the broken-stick model of MacArthur (Bulmer
1974; Engen & Lande 1996b). As zero abundances are not
observed we must truncate the compound Poisson log-
normal by dividing Pn by 1 ) P0 (Bulmer 1974; Diserud &
Engen 2000).
The probability that one observes a specific SAD D ¼
(n1,n2,…,nS) given the number of species S and the model
parameters QMPLN ¼ (M¢,V ), i.e. the likelihood, is the
MPLN. It is given by





1  P0 ð5Þ
In eqn 5 we have multiplied by S !QJ
j¼1 Uj !
for the same
reason as in eqn 1 to take into account that the species
labels 1,…,S are arbitrary, so we consider (n1,n2,n3,…,nS) to
be equivalent to (n2,n1,n3,…,nS). Note also that the likelihood
is conditioned on the number of species S and that the
model parameters M¢ and V have no biologically interesting
meaning (unlike the parameters of the neutral model, see
below).
For comparison with DBS and ZSM it is necessary to
condition both on the number of species S and on the total
number of individuals, J :¼ PSi¼1 ni (see below). This
requires the probability distribution P[ J|QMPLN,S]. This is
the sum of the probabilities of all possible combinations of
(n1,…,nS) that have
PS
i¼1 ni ¼ J . In this case,
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1  P0 ð6Þ
Combining eqns 5 and 6 leads to
P DjHMPLN; S ; J½  ¼ P DjHMPLN; S½ 
















A technical detail: mathematically, the probability distri-
bution of the sum of S identically and independently
distributed variables is called the convolution of these S
probability distributions, that is, the product of these
probability distributions in Fourier space. This mathematical
trick allows for a faster computation of P[ J|QMPLN,S ],
because instead of an enormous sum of products, only a
Fourier transform, a product, and an inverse Fourier
transform need to be computed.
Hubbell’s neutral model: ZSM
In the neutral perspective, all individuals regardless of species
are considered functionally equivalent. SAD solely result from
the stochastic processes of birth, death and speciation, and in
some models, immigration. In the neutral model of Hubbell
(2001), when individuals in a local community die, they are
immediately replaced by offspring of other local individuals or
by immigrants from the regional species pool (the metacom-
munity in Hubbell’s terminology), such that the total number
of individuals remains constant (the zero-sum assumption).
The replacement probability is purely proportional to each
species abundance in the local community (when replaced by a
local), or in the regional species pool (when replaced by an
immigrant); this proportionality is the neutrality assumption.
The species abundances in the regional species pool are the
result of a balance between speciation and extinction.
Immigration is characterized by the immigration probability
m and the SAD in the regional species pool is fully governed by
the fundamental biodiversity number h :¼ 2JMm¢, where JM is
the number of individuals in the regional species pool (also
assumed to be constant) and m¢ is the dimensionless speciation
rate scaled to the birth rate. Vallade & Houchmandzadeh
(2003) define h :¼ m JM1ð Þ
1m which is, apart from a factor of 2,
equivalent to definition of Hubbell (2001) in the limit that
Hubbell takes in his derivation ( JM  1) because m0 ¼ m1m.
The factor of 2 arises from whether or not multiple speciation
events in one time-step are allowed.
The neutral model has been carefully studied analytically
(Vallade & Houchmandzadeh 2003; Volkov et al. 2003;
Alonso & McKane 2004; Etienne & Olff 2004b; McKane
et al. 2004; Etienne 2005). Specifically, Etienne & Olff (2004b)
found a full and exact analytical expression for the multi-
variate probability that one observes a specific SAD D ¼
(n1,n2,…,nS) given the number of individuals J and the model
parameters QZSM ¼ (h,m), i.e. the likelihood P[D|QZSM, J ].
As this expression was intractable in practice, it was further
simplified to tractable proportions (Etienne 2005), yielding a
new sampling formula for neutral biodiversity:








K ðD; AÞI A
hð ÞA
ð8Þ
where Uj is the number of species with abundance j and I is
related to the immigration probability m by I ¼ m J1ð Þ
1m .





x þ i  1ð Þ ¼ x x þ 1ð Þ    ðx þ y  1Þ ð9Þ
and K(D, A) is a coefficient for each A that depends on the
data set D. Etienne (2005) gives more details on eqn 8 and
provides a formula and a program to calculate the K(D, A).
The sampling formula eqn 8 reduces to the well-known
Ewens sampling formula (Ewens 1972; Karlin & McGregor
1972; Tavare´ & Ewens 1997; Hubbell 2001) in the limit
m ﬁ 1. Like the Ewens sampling formula (Hubbell 2001), it
has an associated algorithm to generate samples from the
distribution (Etienne 2005).
The preliminary Bayesian analysis of Etienne & Olff
(2004b) was not based on eqn 8, but on its much more
complicated predecessor, which could be handled, albeit
with tremendous computational power, by introducing
many latent variables in the parameter estimation procedure.
With eqn 8 this is no longer necessary.
Equation 8 is conditioned on the number of individuals J,
but for comparison with DBS and MPLN, we must also
condition on the number of species S. The required
probability, P[S|QZSM, J ] is given by (see Supplementary
Material)
P S jHZSM; J½  ¼
XJ
A¼S







where s( J, A) and s(A, S) are unsigned Stirling number of
the first kind. Therefore we obtain
P DjHZSM; S ; J½  ¼ P DjHZSM; J½ 
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Like DBS and MPLN, ZSM has been reported to fit at
least some species-abundance data well (Hubbell 2001).
Bayesian data analysis
In Bayesian data analysis (see e.g. Gelman et al. 2003; Ellison
2004) one uses probability distributions to express uncertainty
about values of the model parameters (denoted here by Q).
Before data are collected, one usually has some idea of the
range of possible parameter values, e.g. from a small study or
expert knowledge. This prior knowledge can be translated
into a probability distribution; this is the prior distribution
P[Q]. If there is no prior knowledge, one can use so-called
non-informative prior distributions (see Supplementary
Material). If more information about the parameters becomes
available, for example in the form of a new data set, this
information can be used to update the probability distribution
with Bayes formula (see Supplementary Material). The
resulting probability distribution is called the posterior
distribution P[Q|D]. Thus, the Bayesian approach provides
a natural framework to take into account both expert
knowledge, preliminary data and extensive studies. Moreover,
one does not merely obtain point estimates of parameter
values, but a full probability distribution that is indispensable
in uncertainty analysis of model predictions.
A very popular algorithm to obtain the posterior distribu-
tion P[Q|D] is MCMC simulation (e.g. Chen et al. 2000). The
idea of MCMC simulation is to let the parameters perform a
random walk in parameter space according to a Markov chain
that is set up in such a way that its stationary distribution is the
posterior distribution. The Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algo-
rithm is a particularly efficient implementation of MCMC. In
each subsequent iteration u a new proposal Q* for the values
of the model parameters is generated with a so-called jumping
distribution. This proposal is then compared with the
previous value Qu)1 and accepted (Qu ¼ Q*) or rejected
(Qu ¼ Qu)1) according to the acceptance ratio, which
depends on the likelihoods P[D|Q*] and P[D|Qu)1], the
prior distributions P[Q*] and P[Qu)1], and the jumping
distributions Ju[Q*|Qu)1] and Ju[Qu)1|Q*|. The list of
accepted values constitutes the posterior distribution. See
Supplementary Material for more details and references.
To compare our models we use the posterior Bayes factor
(Aitkin 1991). It is defined as the ratio of posterior marginal
likelihoods of two models; the posterior marginal likelihood
is the likelihood averaged over the posterior distribution.
See the Supplementary Material and references therein for
more details.
Bayesian analysis of the three community models
May’s lognormal model assumes S to be given and predicts a
probability distribution for J given the model parameters.
Hubbell’s neutral model assumes J to be given and predicts a
probability for S given the parameters. MacArthur’s broken-
stick model assumes both J and S to be given. Comparing the
three models thus seems like comparing apples and oranges.
However, we can make a fair comparison of DBS, MPLN and
ZSM by assuming both S and J to be given for all models,
which we accomplish by additional conditioning on J for
MPLN and on S for ZSM; the resulting conditional
probabilities are given in eqns 7 and 11.
The posterior Bayes factor for ZSM and MPLN is thus
(assuming that there is no a priori preference for any
particular model; P[MDBS] ¼ P[MMPLN] ¼ P[MZSM]),
Bposterior;ZSM;MPLN
¼ Pposterior½DjS ; J ; MZSM
Pposterior½DjS ; J ; MMPLN
¼
R
P½DjHZSM; S ; J ; MZSMP ½HZSMjD; S ; J ; MZSMdHZSMR
P ½DjHMPLN; S ; J ; MMPLNP½HMPLNjD; S ; J ; MMPLNdHMPLN
¼
R
P ½DjHZSM; S ; J ; MZSMP ½HZSMjD; J ; MZSMdHZSMR













MPLN; S ; J ; MMPLN
ð12Þ
where in the third line we made use of the fact that both S and
J are contained in the data, and in the fourth line we have made
the connection with the MCMC output (with sample sizes
uend,i ) uburn-in,i for each model i). The conditional likelihoods
P½DjHuMPLN; S ; J ; MMPLN and P½DjHuZSM; S ; J ; MZSM are
given by eqns 7 and 11 respectively, and P[Q|D,S, MMPLN]
and P[Q|D, J, MZSM] are the posteriors following from the
MCMC simulations for each model separately. The Bayes
factor of DBS to ZSM and MPLN is similar. As DBS has no
parameters to average over, the posterior marginal likelihood
of DBS is simply the likelihood given by eqn 1 and there is no
MCMC simulation. To carry out the MH algorithm for
MPLN and ZSM we must specify two more ingredients for
each model additional to the likelihoods given by eqns 7 and
11: the jumping distribution and the prior distribution.
Jumping distribution
We chose to sample both parameters simultaneously for the
MPLN as well as the ZSM. For the jumping distributions in
the case of the MPLN, we chose the normal distribution for
M ¢ and the lognormal distribution for V, treating M ¢ and V
as independent. In the case of the ZSM we used the
lognormal distribution for both h and I, also treating these
parameters as independent (no covariance). Covariance can
be introduced to speed up convergence of the Markov
Chain, but we chose not to do so, as this is a mere technical
point, and we attempted to make this exposition as
transparent and parsimonious with assumptions as possible.
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Prior distribution
For the prior distributions we chose the non-informative
Jeffreys (1961), with minor modifications. In the case of
the MPLN, this does not lead to a closed-form
expression. Therefore we used the Jeffreys prior for the
lognormal distribution. Furthermore, we adopted the
convention in scale-location parameters (Berger 1985) to
use the product of the Jeffreys prior for each parameter
separately instead of the joint prior that follows from
eqn 8 in Appendix S2 in the Supplementary Material.
This leads to
P HMPLNjS½  ¼ 1
V
ð13Þ
where we conditioned on S for consistency (it has no
influence on the prior).
For the ZSM calculating the Jeffreys prior is also
cumbersome. Therefore we applied eqn 8 in the
Supplementary Material where the expectation is taken
with respect to the underlying species-ancestry distribution























We stress again that because the posterior marginal
likelihood is insensitive to the choice of priors, the exact
choice of priors is not very important. We tried other non-
informative priors and indeed found no substantial differ-
ences. In this paper we just report results using the priors
given above.
Acceptance ratio
The acceptance ratio r (given by eqn 9 in the Supplement-
ary Material) can now be computed. For the MPLN we
have, using eqn 5,
rHMPLN ¼
P ½DjHMPLN; S P HMPLNjS
 
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PJeffreys h
u1; I u1j J 
ð16Þ
with PJeffreys given by eqn 14.
RESUL T S : TWO DATA SE T S
We applied our Bayesian approach to several censuses of a
well-studied neotropical tree community on a 50 ha plot on
Barro Colorado Island (BCI), Panama (Condit et al. 1996,
2002) and to a neotropical freshwater fish community in
Can˜o Maraca (CM), a creek-floodplain ecosystem in
Venezuela (Winemiller 1990). The BCI data set has been
the subject of previous comparisons between lognormal and
neutral models (Hubbell 2001; McGill 2003a; Volkov et al.
2003; Etienne & Olff 2004b). We analysed the species-
abundance data of each of five censuses (1982, 1985, 1990,
1995 and 2000), as they appeared on http://ctfs.si.edu/data-
sets/bci/abundance/bciN100.html in September 2004.
These data are different from those reported by Condit
et al. (1996, 2002), because occasionally errors are found that
require correction in old data sets, and because species
identifications are sometimes changed (R. Condit, personal
communication). The CM data set is a new data set in model
comparisons, only used by Hubbell (2001) to obtain
parameter estimates for his neutral model. The BCI 1995
census and the CM data are pictured in Fig. 1, while
summary statistics of all data are given in Table 1. It is clear
that rare species are uncommon in CM.
Sample size of the MCMC was around 100 000 (MPLN)
and 2 000 000 (ZSM), and the burn-in was set at 1000 (MPLN)
and 10 000 (ZSM). The lag (number of iterations between
recorded iterations) was set at five to reduce autocorrelation
and to save disk space. The posterior distributions of the model
parameters for both the MPLN and the ZSM and for BCI
(1995 census) and CM are shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 gives values
for the a posteriori most probable combination of the ZSM
parameters hopt and mopt. These values are close to the
maximum likelihood values (Etienne 2005) and hence
demonstrate the weak role of the prior distribution.
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The posterior marginal likelihoods and the posterior
Bayes factors are also listed in Table 1. It is evident that
the ZSM outperforms the MPLN for the BCI tree
community, but by no means decisively, in line with
previous assertions (Harte 2003; Volkov et al. 2003;
Etienne & Olff 2004b). However, we find an over-
whelmingly better fit of the ZSM relative to the MPLN
for the CM fish community.
This result led us to hypothesize that the (dis)similarity of
the MPLN and the ZSM is parameter dependent: for low
immigration probability the ZSM diverges strongly from the
MPLN as suggested by the CM data set, and perhaps also
for high immigration probability. To investigate this idea we
produced several artificial SAD with the neutral model with
parameters h ¼ 50 and m ¼ 0.01, m ¼ 0.1 and m ¼ 1, five
for each value of m (see Etienne 2005 how such simulation
data sets can be generated); sample size was set at J ¼
20,000. For all these simulated data sets and computed the
posterior Bayes factor BZSM,MPLN along with some other
analyses. The results are listed in Table 2. First of all, the
Bayes factor is always in favour of the ZSM, but this comes
as no surprise, because one of the advantages of Bayesian
model selection is that it is consistent, i.e. under mild
conditions it selects the true model if this model is among
the models to be compared and sufficient data are available
(Berger 1985). But more importantly, the results support our
hypothesis: for low and high immigration probabilities the
fits of ZSM and MPLN differ substantially, whereas for
Trees (BCI) Fish (CM)
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Figure 1 Species-abundance data for a
50 ha plot of neotropical forest on Barro
Colorado Island, Panama (left column) and
for a neotropical fish community in Can˜o
Maraca, Venezuela (right column), displayed
in two ways: species-abundance histogram
with Preston binning (top row) and
dominance-diversity plot also known as
rank-abundance plot (bottom row).
Table 1 Summary statistics of the example data sets
Data set Descriptive statistics
Parameter
estimates ln Pposterior[D|S, J, M] Model comparison
Location Census J S T hopt mopt MZSM MMPLN MDBS BZSM,MPLN Conclusion
BCI (trees) 1982 20881 238 25 50.0 0.09 )304.498 )306.660 )418.540 8.7 ZSM, +
1985 20719 237 29 49.7 0.10 )298.700 )301.104 )414.254 11.1 ZSM, +
1990 21233 229 18 50.4 0.08 )299.108 )299.997 )401.577 2.4 ZSM, 0
1995 21455 227 19 51.0 0.07 )307.025 )308.387 )408.985 3.9 ZSM, +
2000 21205 226 14 48.1 0.08 )300.714 )300.272 )399.269 0.44 ¼ 1
1:56 MPLN, 0
CM (fish) 1984 28975 83 7 30.3 0.0024 )254.039 )262.402 )288.167 4.3Æ103 ZSM, +++
J, number of individuals; S, number of species; T, number of singleton species; ZSM posterior mode (hopt,mopt), logarithm of the posterior
marginal likelihoods of the models ZSM, MPLN and DBS, posterior Bayes factor BZSM,MPLN and the conclusion on which model gives the
best fit and the strength of the evidence for this conclusion indicated by 0, +, ++ or +++.
A Bayes factor between 1 and 3 implies that there is hardly any difference between the models, whereas larger values increasingly imply that
the data provide evidence for the model in the numerator. See Table I in the Supplementary Material for more information on the
interpretation of the Bayes factor.
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intermediate immigration probabilities, they are much more
similar.
D I SCUSS ION
We have presented a Bayesian framework to compare
different models of community structure on the basis of
species-abundance data. We illustrated this by comparing
the MPLN and ZSM distributions using neotropical tree and
fish data. These distributions are considered as emergent
properties of adaptive and neutral models of community
structure respectively (Hubbell 2001; McGill 2003a; Volkov
et al. 2003; Etienne & Olff 2004b). Our results suggest that
the frequently used BCI tree community data do not point
decisively in the direction of one of these models. This is in
line with previous assertions (Harte 2003; Volkov et al. 2003;
Etienne & Olff 2004b) which might suggest that the MPLN
and ZSM are really not very different distributions.
However, our example of the extremely dispersal limited
CM fish community shows that species-abundance data are
sometimes much better described by the ZSM. Our analysis
of simulated data sets supports the idea that the resemblance
of the MPLN and the ZSM is parameter dependent: for low
and high immigration probability the MPLN diverges
strongly from the ZSM, whereas for intermediate immigra-
tion probability they are similar. This explains statements
that species-abundance data cannot discriminate between
models (e.g. Harte 2003), as these are mainly based on the
mildly dispersal limited BCI tree community.
It is ironic that the adaptive, niche-based MPLN is so
inferior to the ZSM for a fish community that is generally
accepted to be controlled by strong adaptive mechanisms
(Winemiller 1990). This result suggests that dispersal may be
a key factor in further shaping community patterns. In
contrast to metapopulation ecology that emphasizes the
importance of dispersal, community ecology has tradition-
ally focused on local interactions and mostly ignored
dispersal. Exceptions include competition-colonization
models (Pacala & Tilman 1994; Tilman 1994; Kinzig et al.
1999; Kneitel & Chase 2004) and metacommunity models
(Loreau & Mouquet 1999; Mouquet & Loreau 2002, 2003;
Marquet et al. 2003; review by Leibold et al. 2004). Our
finding may also be due to the relatively poor mechanistic
basis of the MPLN compared with the ZSM; hence, we
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Figure 2 Posterior density plots of the model parameters corresponsing to MPLN (top row) and to ZSM (bottom row) for the BCI tree data
(left column) and the CM fish data (right column). The redder the colour, the higher the posterior density. Note the logarithmic axes in the
ZSM plot of CM (bottom right panel). The black contour line girds the 68% credible region (i.e. the highest 68% of the posterior probability).
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advocate further development of niche-based models (with
or without dispersal) that yield explicit predictions for
species abundances and have biologically meaningful
parameters.
When comparing several models using likelihoods the
conditioning on J and S is essential. Any comparison
between adaptive and neutral models will need this. Given a
sample area, the adaptive framework assumes that the
sample area holds a fixed number of niches and hence
species S, while the neutral framework assumes that the
sample area provides resources for a fixed number of
individuals J. The latter assumption constrains the SAD
much more than the former. Without conditioning, the
ZSM provides a much better fit than the MPLN for both
BCI and CM, but then the information content of the
assumption that J or S is fixed is not accounted for. After
conditioning the better fit of the ZSM almost disappears for
BCI, but still remains for CM. In the above-cited previous
studies that compared the neutral model to the lognormal
(they did not take Poisson sampling into account), no
mention is made of this conditioning.
The MPLN and the ZSM are not the only distributions
associated with niche and neutral models respectively. There
are various distributions following from different niche-
based sequential breakage models (MacArthur 1957, 1960;
Sugihara 1980; Tokeshi 1990, 1993, 1996) and stochastic
abundance models (Engen & Lande 1996a,b, Diserud &
Engen 2000). Different neutral models may lead to various
distributions, including Fisher’s logarithmic distribution
(Kendall 1948; Watterson 1974; Caswell 1976; Dewdney
2000, see also the review by Chave 2004). The connection
between neutral or niche and distribution is not completely
exclusive. Watterson (1974) noted that a model from the
adaptive perspective having an underlying Gamma distri-
bution (see above) leads to the logarithmic distribution,
which is usually associated with neutral models. In addition,
as we noted above, MacArthur’s (1957) broken-stick model
is usually interpreted as adaptive (niche-based) when viewed
as a sequential breakage model, but may just as well be
regarded as neutral when viewed as stochastic simultaneous
breakage model (Tokeshi 1990, 1993); this may be related to
the fact that in many stick-breaking models there is
conditioning on both J and S: the stick represents the
zero-sum assumption and the number of breakages defines
the number of species. Furthermore, in the derivation of the
MPLN differences between species are not assumed; species
are really symmetric and could thus be considered neutral
(Hubbell & Lake 2003). This does not prevent us from
comparing different distributions (such as MPLN and ZSM)
on the basis of data, but it does imply a warning that we
should be cautious in interpreting the results of our
comparison in terms of underlying mechanisms: indeed
pattern does not equal process (Cohen 1968; Clinchy et al.
2002). That is, we may be able to decide whether the ZSM
Table 2 Summary statistics of the simulation data sets
True
parameters Diversity Parameter estimates ln Pposterior[D|S, J, M] Model comparison
htrue mtrue S EZSM[S] hML mML hposterior mposterior MZSM MMPLN MDBS BZSM,MPLN Conclusion
50 0.01 138 149.2 50.8 0.0071 44.5 0.012 )281.805 )289.450 )312.276 2.1Æ103 +++
50 0.01 158 149.2 42.6 0.021 48.8 0.012 )284.696 )289.938 )330.772 1.9Æ102 +++
50 0.01 128 149.2 29.4 0.031 36.0 0.011 )263.676 )267.510 )311.333 4.6Æ101 ++
50 0.01 131 149.2 46.5 0.0072 41.5 0.011 )271.995 )279.402 )313.565 1.6Æ103 +++
50 0.01 136 149.2 42.4 0.011 40.7 0.011 -284.136 )290.885 )320.598 8.5Æ102 +++
50 0.10 228 232.4 48.1 0.11 51.7 0.062 )306.202 )311.477 )392.126 2.0Æ102 +++
50 0.10 233 232.4 48.2 0.13 49.3 0.092 )292.000 )294.084 )395.645 8.0Æ100 +
50 0.10 217 232.4 45.6 0.10 48.7 0.072 )292.797 )294.205 )376.229 4.0Æ100 +
50 0.10 207 232.4 48.0 0.058 51.0 0.042 )295.001 )299.084 )372.036 2.2Æ101 ++
50 0.10 224 232.4 44.7 0.15 48.6 0.082 )296.799 )297.239 )394.789 1.6Æ100 0
50 1.00 312 300.2 53.4 0.83 55.9 0.53 )304.888 )311.504 )493.329 7.5Æ102 +++
50 1.00 320 300.2 54.0 1.00 56.3 0.87 )302.409 )308.082 )540.685 2.9Æ102 +++
50 1.00 316 300.2 55.0 0.73 57.0 0.54 )314.797 )320.036 )509.684 1.9Æ102 +++
50 1.00 322 300.2 55.9 0.77 58.1 0.61 )311.100 )321.959 )478.052 5.2Æ104 +++
50 1.00 303 300.2 50.7 1.00 50.9 0.90 )300.620 )306.569 )519.149 3.8Æ102 +++
True parameter values htrue and mtrue used to generate the data sets, observed number of species S, expected number of species EZSM[S] for
the true model parameters, ZSM maximum likelihood parameters (hML,mML), ZSM posterior mode (hopt,mopt), logarithm of the posterior
marginal likelihoods of the models ZSM, MPLN and DBS, posterior Bayes factor BZSM,MPLN and the strength of the evidence for the
conclusion that the ZSM provides the better fit, indicated by 0, +, ++ or +++.
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fits the data better than the MPLN, but this does not
immediately mean that neutral models are better represen-
tations of community structure; perhaps, in the end, we may
only be testing whether the zero-sum assumption holds.
Yet, as we noted in the introduction, often we have no other
sources of information available, so we argue that we had
better explore these data extensively, but carefully, with the
best possible methods. We believe the Bayesian approach
provides a very good method, and the Bayes factor is an
easy-to-interpret, more or less parameter independent (as it
integrates over the posterior distribution) tool to compare
different models.
Moreover, even if our approach is not used to compare
different community models, it is still very useful in
obtaining estimates of parameter values when one assumes
a certain model to hold, based on other grounds (McGill
2003b; Nee 2003). For example, if the neutral model is
supposed to be valid and one wants to assess the amount of
dispersal limitation in a community, then our approach
yields a full probability distribution for the immigration
probability m. It tells one to what extent observed low local
diversity is the result of high dispersal limitation or the result
of low regional diversity. Parameter estimation can be
combined with model comparison in unified models, i.e.
models that contain elements of both niche and neutral
theory; the estimated value and uncertainty of a parameter
then gives an indication of the importance of the
corresponding element. Such unified models are still rare,
but some interesting suggestions have already been made
(Marquet et al. 2003; Etienne & Olff 2004a).
Our Bayesian approach uses the likelihood of the full data
set to obtain a measure of the goodness-of-fit (posterior
marginal likelihood). In other words, it attempts to fit the
dominance-diversity curve (bottom row of Fig. 1), whereas
previous approaches (McGill 2003a; Volkov et al. 2003)
have tried to fit the species-abundance histogram (top row
of Fig. 1). In the latter case not all data are used, and the
results may contain artefacts due to ad hoc choices of bin size
(Lobo & Favila 1999). McGill (2003a) suggested to
minimize these artefacts by using different bin sizes and
averaging the results, but it is not as elegant and complete as
fitting the dominance-diversity curve. Harte’s (2003) state-
ments that the fitted curves of lognormal (note that this is
the lognormal, not the MPLN) and ZSM (note that this is
the approximation of Volkov et al. 2003, not the exact
multivariate distribution eqn 8) are practically indistin-
guishable and therefore macroecological study of this
pattern is futile, are also based on fits of SADs (particularly
of BCI), and should, for this reason alone, be interpreted
with care. Our study shows that there is even more reason
to hold on to species-abundance data, as they may
sometimes contain valuable information about commu-
nity structure. We therefore advocate that our approach
should be applied to a broad range of ecological groups
of species under various environmental and geographical
conditions.
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